INTRODUCTION
- a play which the poet has called an 'allelujah'.1 Particularly meaning-
ful is the title If Five Years Pass for, beyond its poetic implication, the
phrase might be the exact wording in simple prose of what happens in
the play. Everywhere in Federico we find a double affirmation of poetry
and truth.
Of the titles which make up this trilogy we have already cited Yerma.
Blood Wedding is the only one which makes no reference-to a proper
name: the most directly poetic of the three titles, and the least per-
sonalized.
In Blood Wedding the theme - as the poet promises and fulfils - is
more the noun, wedding, than the characters themselves. Thus in the cast
appear the Mother, the Bridegroom, the Bride, etc. But there is
only one character with a name of his own — Leonardo: the most
realistic character in the play, and the most 'biographical'. Though he
also is destroyed by his destiny, he, more than the others, moves toward
events of his own will. It is not that his will is stronger than that of the
Mother or the Bride, but that things happen to them, •while basic-
ally he, Leonardo, goes looking for them to happen. The most dramatic
character is the Mother; to her the greatest number of things outside the
radius of her will happen. She is the chosen character of the blind forces.
Thafris why Leonardo, the most individualized character, is the one who
least stands out, the one who is furthest from the conception expressed
in the title, Blood Wedding. And this in spite of the fact that that blood
is his.
Yerma is the transition point toward The House of Bernardo. Alba. And
in this latter, just the opposite of Blood Wedding, aU the characters have
names. The title, which alludes to a family atmosphere dominated by
one figure, applies to the context with the same exactness and expresses
the dramatic conception which guided the poet. Bernarda Alba is no
longer only a given name, but a family name. Even the oppressive
monotony of a dominant and tyrannical character is expressed in the
magnificent alliteration of the *z's: La Casa de Bemarda Alba.
This play, as was previously indicated, boasts such economy of lyric
elements as to make almost a display of virtuosity out of it. The poet
intensified his own tendencies to such an extreme that he achieved a
work that lies at the furthest point of his drama's roads. Even though his
own express statement would not be needed for an interpretation such
as this, he did tell me that with this pky he closed the cycle, gathered in
I. An Erotic Attelujah in Four Scenes. Aleluya is the Spanish name given to a
particular kind of decorated valentines, made of paper, and with flowery
couplets printed on them, which are distributed on certain festive days.
Translators' note.

